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ABSTR A C T
We consider the sequence of finite branched cyclic covers of S’3 branched along 
a tame knot K : S l —>■ S 3 and prove several results about the homology of these 
manifolds. We show that the sequence of cyclic resultants of the Alexander polyno­
mial of K  satisfies a linear recursion formula with integral coefficients. This means 
that the orders of the first homology groups of the branched cyclic covers of K  can 
be computed recursively. We further establish the existence of a recursion formula 
that generates sequences which contain the square roots of the orders of the odd­
fold covers and that contain the square roots of the orders of the even-fold covers 
quotiented by the order of the 2-fold cover (that these numbers are all integers 
follows from a theorem of Plans [P]).
We also show that the Z /p r-homology of this sequence of manifolds is peri­
odic in every dimension, and we investigate these periods for the one-dimensional 
homology.
Additionally, we give a new proof of Plans’ theorem in the even-fold case (that 
the kernel of the map induced on homology by the covering projection Mk —> M 2  
is a direct double for k even) in the style of Gordon’s proof of Plans’ theorem in 
the odd-fold case (that Hi(Mk)  is a direct double for k odd).
v
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CH APTER 1 
INTRO DUCTIO N
A pyit?*! problem in topology is tiistt of dstcnninin^ tlic W2ys in v/hich tiic
circle S 1 can be embedded in the 3-sphere S3 and distinguishing between equivalent 
embeddings (up to isotopy, for example). The image of such an embedding has 
a natural interpretation as a knot, and, indeed, this branch of study is known 
as classical knot theory. A highly effective mode of attack to this problem is to 
apply the machinery of algebraic topology to the space obtained by removing the 
embedded S 1 (or a tubular neighborhood of it) from S 3. The natural first step in 
this direction is to consider the fundamental group of this space, what is known as 
the group of the knot, and this is indeed a powerful invariant. In fact, ail prime 
knots are determined by their groups [GoL]; however this is not true in general 
for composite knots (for example, the square and granny knots have isomorphic 
groups). As a practical tool for distinguishing two given knots, the knot group has 
limited potential since although there are straight-forward procedures for writing 
down a presentation for the knot group in terms of generators and relations (for 
example, the Wirtinger presentation (see [R])), it is in general a difficult matter 
indeed to determine whether or not two such presentations present the same group. 
Of course, a much more computable invariant is the homology of a space, however 
it is a consequence of Alexander duality that the complement of any knot in S3 
is a homology circle, so a direct application of homology gets one nowhere in 
distinguishing knots. This can, however, be used to our advantage: Since the first 
homology of a space is the abelianization of the fundamental group, this provides 
an opening to introduce the theory of covering spaces to the problem in a uniform 
manner for all knots.
To be specific, let AT be a tame knot in S 3 and let X  denote the exterior of 
AT, that is, X  is the closure of the complement of a tubular neighborhood of
1
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K.  We have Hm(X)  =  Hm( S 1) so the abelianization map provides a surjection 
n\ (X)  -*» Hi(X)  =  Z -» Z / k  onto the cyclic group of any order k. This means that 
for every positive integer k, there is a regular covering space Xu of X  whose group 
of covering translations is isomorphic to Z/fc. Each Xu. may then be compactified 
to give a closed 3-manifold Mu which is a cyclic cover of S 3 branched along the 
knot K,  and it is the study of the homology of these spaces to which this work is 
a contribution.
We will use two approaches to investigate the homology of these branched cyclic 
covers. First, as above, corresponding to the commutator subgroup of 7Ti(X) is the 
infinite cyclic cover, Xoo, of X .  As the group of covering translations of X ^  is 
isomorphic to Z, H, (Xx ) can be viewed as a module over the ring A =  Z[t, t -1] 
by giving t the action induced by a fixed generator of the group of covering trans­
lations. Moreover, X x  covers each Xu  and so induces a compatible A-module 
structure on the homology of the Xu's and the Mu's , and, as will be illustrated in 
chapter four, Hi(Mk) = H x( X «,)/(<* -  1 )fTi(Xoo).
Our second source of information about the homology of cyclic branched covers 
comes from the Seifert form 0 :  H\(F)  x H\(F)  —> Z associated to an orientable 
spanning surface F  of the knot K.  For a fixed orientation of F  this form is defined 
by 0(x , y)  =  lk(x+,y), where x + denotes x  pushed off F  in the positive normal 
direction and ik  denotes linking number in S3. Let V  be a matrix for 0  with 
respect to some basis of Hi(F).  As will be described in chapter three, if g is the 
genus of F , then a 2gk x 2gk presentation matrix Vj* for Hi (Mu) can be constructed 
from V.  By an argument due to Seifert, Vj* may be reduced to the 2g x 2g matrix 
Gk — (G — I ) k where G =  V T (VT — V)-1 . See [Gl] for a well-written account of 
this. The Alexander polynomial of K  is defined to be A (t) =  det(V — t V T ).
We first may consider just the orders of the homology groups of the branched 
cyclic covers. Thus, letting bu = \Hi(Mu)\ (with the convention that the order
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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of an infinite group is zero), we get an infinite sequence of non-negative integers,
61, 62, . . . ,  about which severed interesting results have been proven. This sequence 
depends only on the Alexander polynomial A (t) of the knot AT, as a theorem of Fox 
states that bk is given by the fc-th cyclic resultant of A(£), bk =  |Res(A(£),£fc —1)|. 
On the other heind, Fried [F] proves that if no root of A (£) is a root of unity, then 
the sequence {bk} in fact determines A (t) (equivalently, if bk #  0 for all k, then bk 
determines A(£)). Gordon [Gol] showed that if every root of A(f) is a  root of unity, 
then the sequence {&&} is periodic and conversely; that the sequence must otherwise 
tend to infinity exponentially was proven by Riley [Ri] and also by Gonzalez-Acuna 
and Short [GS]. In [GL] it is shown that for p a prime, bp r =  1 mod p. From Plans’ 
theorem that the first homology groups of the odd-fold branched cyclic covers of 
a knot are direct doubles we know that bk is a perfect square for all odd k; and 
for knots with degree two Alexander polynomial Gilmer and Livingston [GL] show 
that the square roots of these orders are given recursively (specifically, they find a 
recursion formula which generates a sequence r \ , 7*2 , . . .  that satisfies r \  =  b k  for 
all odd k). A lesser-known part of Plans’ theorem [P] regards the even-fold covers 
and states that for all even k the kernel of the projection 7r»: Hi(Mk) —> .Hi(M2) 
(induced by the covering map 7r: Mk —► M2 ) is a direct double. In chapter two 
we show that for every knot there is a recursion formula giving the square roots of 
the bk's for all odd k, thus extending the result in [GL], and that in each case the 
same recursion formula (with different initial conditions) gives the square roots of 
the bk/bi's for all even k. We will also show that the sequence &i, 62> • • • of cyclic 
resultants of the Alexander polynomial of a knot is itself given by a recursion 
formula, and furthermore that the coefficients in all the recursion formulas we find 
are not only integers but in fact axe given by certain universal polynomials in the 
coefficients of the Alexander polynomial of K.  Some examples of the recursion 
formulas we obtain are as follows.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
D egree two A lexander polynom ial:
A(t) =  a0t2 +  (1 — 2a0)t 4- a0.
— f* - — n ~ •r- ~ — 0 t .  — 1 •—- b\ W n d H  w "» m  — * m —i  u u * m —^ ? * u — **i • i  —  T • rn  — #»*,
sm =  sm—i -  a0 sm_2, So =  0, Si =  1 =>• s ^  =  6m/ 62 V even m;
fem — (3ao 1) — 1 a0 (3a0 1) bm — 2  "1“ a0 3 )
60 = 0 , Si =  1, b2 =  4a0 - 1  =>• |6m| = i m Vm .
An interesting case is when ao =  —1, as when A(t) is the Alexander polynomial of 
the figure eight knot. One then has the recursion formulas r m =  rm_i +  r m _ 2 and 
sm — sm_i 4- sm_2, and the initial conditions are such that {sm} is Fibonacci’s 
sequence and {rm} is Lucas’ sequence (see [HW, p. 148]).
Degree four A lexander polynom ial:
A(t) =  CLftt̂  +  a it3 +  (1 — 2ao — 2ai)t2 4* flit 4* flo-
2
T’m =  T m — 1 ( 2 ao 4“ f l l )  r m —2 4" AO ^*m—3 Ao —4 ?
^0 = 4 , r i =  1, r 2 =  1 — 4ao — 2ai, r 3 =  1 — 3a0 — 3ax ==> =  bm V odd m;
Sm =  Sm—1 (2fl0 4" fll) Sm —2 4“ f lo  Sm—3 A q Sm —4 ,
So = 0 , Si =  1, s2 =  1, S3 =  1 -  3a0 — ai = »  s^  =  6m/ 62 V even m;
•• * •  •  *  3  p »
£>m =  Al bm —1 4* c2 bm —2 4" C3  bm—3 4“ C4  bm —4 Aofl4 ^m—5 AqC3 bm —6 AqC2  bm —T
AgCi 6m—8 4" flo ̂ m—9 >
where ci =  1 — 3flo— 3ai, c2 =  aiCi, c3 =  ao — 6ag4-8ao —3aoai4-9aoai4-3aoai— a3, 
and C4 =  aoCi(ao — 2a(j — aoAi — af).
The theorem of Plans’ referred to in the preceding paragraph, has an interesting 
history associated with it.
T heorem  1.1 (Plans): Let K  be a tame knot in S 3. Then:
(i) If  k is odd, then H\{Mk) is a direct double.
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(ii) I f  k is even, then the covering map t :  Mk —► M 2  induces a surjective 
homomorphism 7r«: Hi(Mk)  —» Hi (M2) whose kernel is a direct double.
Plans himself proved this via a  sequence of complicated manipulations (described 
as “extremement complique” in [We]) of the presentation matrix Gk — (G — I ) k . 
Twenty-nine years later Weber [We] gave an illuminating proof of the theorem 
that used the fact that any finite Abelian group supporting a unimodular skew- 
symmetric bilinear form is a direct double. Using a modification of the linking 
form suggested by Levine, Weber defined a skew-symmetric bilinear form on the 
torsion subgroup of Hi(Mk)  that is unimodular when k is odd and descends to a 
unimodular form on k e r ^ , ] ^ # , ^ ))) when k is even. Here it : Mk —> M 2 is the 
covering map and T(Hi(Mk))  denotes the torsion subgroup. That the Z-rank of 
Hi(Mk)  is always even follows from the fact due to Goeritz that the first Betti 
number, (3i(Mk), is given by (3\(Mk) =  where pi(q) is the number of
distinct q-th. roots of unity that are roots of the z'-th Alexander invariant Aj, and 
from the fact that the degree of the g-th cyclotomic polynomial is even for q > 3. 
Earlier, Gordon [Go2] gave a remarkably simple proof of Plans’ theorem in the odd­
fold case by showing that the big presentation matrix Vfc* could be transformed into 
a skew-symmetric matrix, which necessarily presents a direct double. In chapter 
three we show that an argument analogous to Gordon’s can be used to prove that 
for k even, the cokemel of the transfer map, Tr: Hi (M2 ) —* Hi(Mfc), is a direct 
double. Professors Gilmer and Litherland have subsequently shown that this is 
equivalent to Plans’ theorem in the even-fold case, and their proof of this will be 
given in chapter three as well.
In chapter four we turn our attention to homology with coefficients modulo 
powers of primes. As a result of some computations he was making using a Topo­
logical Quantum Field Theory in the Spring of 1994, Professor Gilmer asked if 
the homology of the branched cyclic covers of a knot with coefficients in Z /pr was
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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periodic, that is if for some N,  Hi(Mk+N]Z /pr) =  H\ (Mk\Z /p r) for all k. We 
found a partial result in this direction in [D] where Dellomo proves a lemma which 
says that for all multiples m n  of some integer n the mn-fold branched cyclic covers 
have first homology with coefficients in Z /pr isomorphic to ® f= i Z /p r, where dp 
is the degree of the Alexander polynomial of the knot with coefficients reduced 
modulo p. Hillman gave a simplified proof of this lemma [H], which added the 
feature that for every m, Hi (M Tnn;Z/pr) and Hi (Mn;Z fpr) are isomorphic as 
A-modules. Here we will give a yet simpler proof of the more general result that 
the 1-dimensional mod-pr homology of the branched cyclic covers of any homology 
sphere with branching locus a codimension-two homology sphere is periodic as a 
sequence of A-modules and, moreover, that the isomorphisms are given canonically. 
Neither the proofs of [D] nor [H] apply to non-classical knots. Interestingly, this 
result implies that the t-actions on any pair Hx(Mk',Z/pr) and H\(Mk>]Z/pr) in 
the same periodicity class (thus k — k' is divisible by the period n) induced by a 
generator of the group of covering translations of Mk and respectively, must 
be identical. We have learned that subsequent to our proof of this result (Theorem 
1 below), this same theorem was obtained independently by Dan Silver and Susan 
Williams [SW1] using techniques developed in their paper [SW2].
One may also wonder about the higher homology groups, and in chapter four 
we prove further that the homology of the branched and unbranched cyclic covers 
of knots is periodic in every dimension as sequences of Abelian groups. We also 
make an investigation into the period of |H\{Mk\Z /pr)| and establish a regularity 
result for these periods as a function of r.
Chapter five consists of a summary of our results, as well as some questions and 
points of possible further study.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
C H A PT E R  2 
R EC U R SIO N  FORM ULAS FOR SOME  
A BEL IA N  K NO T INVARIANTS
Prelim inaries
We begin by recalling that the resultant of two polynomials F(t)  =  f ntn +
f n - i t n~l H h /o and G(t) =  #m£m +  -i------ h go is defined to be
/  fo f i  h  ..........  fn \
Res(F, G) =  det
/o f i  h fn
fo f l  h  
90  9 l  92  ' * ' 9 m —1 9 m  
90  9 l  92 ' ' ' 9 m —I 9 m
fn
\  90  9 l  92 9 m —1 9 m )  (m-f-n) x(m-f-n)
but also can be expressed in terms of the roots of F(t) and G{t),
Res(F, G) =  / ” <& 11(7,• -  Sj) =  / ”  I J  G(7i) =  (-S m )*  I I
i j  * 3
where F(t) =  /n lliL iC 4 — n )  and G(t) =  gm — ^i)- From this it is
easy to see that the resultant satisfies Res(FiF2 ,G ) = Res(Fx, G)Res(F2 , G) and 
Res{G, F)  =  (—l)mni?es(F, G).
Now we review some elementary facts about recursion formulas. Let
( 1) r n — Cirn_ i ■+■ c2r n_ 2 •!■••• -F Cfcrn_fc, cj, ^  0
be a recursion formula of length k with constant coefficients ci, c2, . . .  .c*. The 
characteristic equation of this recursion formula is t k — — • • • — Cfc =  0 ; it
is easy to see that any root 7  of the characteristic equation provides a solution to 
the recursion relation: r m =  7 m, m  =  0 ,1 ,2 ,. . .  More completely, we have the 
following result which can be found in any introductory combinatorics book.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Proposition 2.1: Let 7 i, 72 • • • •, 7P be the distinct roots of the characteristic equa­
tion o f the recursion formula (1 ), and let e* be the multiplicity o f the root 7 i, 
1 <  i < p.  Then a general solution o f the recursion formula is given by
rm = («i,i +ui '2m-{ + u Ueim ei~1) j ^ 1+ (u2, i + u 2.2 m-\------ h ^ ^ m * 2-1^
+  • • • +  («p, 1 +  u p,2m  +  • • • +  U p ^ m 6”- 1) 7™
for all m  =  0 , 1, 2 , . . .
We will call the polynomial C(t) =  t k — citk~ l — • • • — ct the characteristic 
polynomial of the recursion formula (1 ). Suppose we are given a second recursion 
formula
(2 ) sn =  d isn_ 1 +  d2sn—2 +  • • • +  desn-£, d.i ^  0
with characteristic polynomial D(t) = t l — d itl~ l  — d*. We would like to be
able to give a recursion formula for the product sequence tqsq, 77 si, r2s2, . . .  of 
any two sequences ro, 77, r2, . . .  and So, s i, s2, • • • satisfying the recursion formulas
(1) and (2) respectively. To this end, following Gilmer in [G2], we define the tensor 
product of two monic polynomials F(t) = tn + / n_ i£n_1 +  • • • +  /o and G(t) =
H h <?o to be the monic polynomial whose roots consist precisely
of all pairwise products of the roots of F(t)  and G(t ): F(t) ® G(t) =  
where F(t) = [ I L i ^  ~  7*) and G{t) =  UjL i t t  ~  Sj')■
This operation is related to the E operation defined in [HZ, p. 34] for polynomials 
with constant term one (and no restriction on the leading coefficient). Specifically, 
given two such polynomials F'(t) =  IliLiC1 +  7 G'(t) =  IlyLiU  +
F'(t) S  G'(t) =  r i i jU  +  7i fy)-  That is, F'(t)  0  G'(t) gives the polynomial with 
constant term  one whose roots consist of all the negative pairwise products of the 
roots of F'(t)  and G'{t). In the case when our monic polynomials F(t)  and G(t)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
have nonzero constant terms, our tensor product can be expressed in terms of 
Hirzebruch’s and Zagier’s “box product” as follows.
Proposition 2.2: I f  F(t) = tn + / n- i f n-1 H I- /o and G(t) = t m + <7m_itm-1 +
• • • +  go with fo and go both nonzero, then
F(t)  ® G[t) =  (— ( - {»  H (—<?(*))-/o 90
Proof. To apply 0  to F(t)  and G(t) we must first divide each polynomial by its 
constant term: ± F ( t )  = j-Q =  I I i L i ( l - £ t )  “ d =  £  I l J U f t -
5t) =  n ^ i C l — jrt)' Then, since the roots of F(—t) are the negative roots of F(t),  
( j ^F( - t ) )  0  ( ^G( t ) )  is the polynomial with constant term one whose roots are 
the positive pairwise products of the roots of F(t)  and G(t). By dividing this 
polynomial by its leading coefficient we will obtain the monic polynomial with 
roots all the pairwise products of the roots of F(t)  and G(t), i.e., F(t) ® (7(f). 
Now, the leading coefficient of
^  I l y  ^37 =  =  F W ® GW- □
The coefficients of F(f) ® (7(f) are thus likewise given by certain universal poly­
nomials in the coefficients of F(t) and (7(f):
(—l)mnF{t) ® cut) =/o"5o -  (/0m' l/ i s r ‘si)‘
+ u r ’‘f h r 1n +
-  (/om‘ 3/? S o " '1S3 +  f S " 2h h s r 29l92  +  /o " " 1/39o ■’ s?
-  3 /0m- 2/ l /2 9 j_1S3 -  3 f p - l / 39 j~29i92
+ S / y V a s T 's s )*3
+  • • • +  ( - l ) mnf m n.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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L em m a 2.3: Let  r o ,r i , r 2, . . .  and so,si, s2, . . .  be two sequences o f numbers
given by recursion formulas of order k and £ respectively, say
(1) ~n — Cl~n-1  +  <̂ 2~n-2 H "T" Cfcrn _fc, T l >  k
(2) 5n =  diS„_x +  d2sn_ 2 +  • • • +  dt sn- t ,  n > £ .
Then the product sequence tqsq, riSi,  r 2s2, - .. is given by a recursion formula of
order k£. Moreover, i f  C(t) =  tk — c itfc-1  cjt and D (t) = t£ — dpt£~l  dt
axe the characteristic polynomials corresponding to the above recursion formulas, 
then C(t) ® D(t) is the characteristic polynomial for a recursion formula for the 
product sequence.
Proof. Let C{t) =  FIi=i(^ — 7*)e' D(t) =  I"Iy=i(* — )*j wLere 71 , . . . ,  7P and
Si , . . .  ,Sq are the distinct roots of each polynomial. Then
c{t) ® D(t) = n
l < i< p
(of course, the 'yiSfs may not all be distinct here, but all we shall need is that the 
multiplicity of each is at least eifj).  By Proposition 2.1, a general solution of (1) 
is given by
Tn =  (-1*1,1 -----+U i,ein e i- 1)7 jl
+  (t*2,i +w 2,2n-|------ hii2,e2rcea-l)72
+  • • • +  (Wp.l +  U p ,2 n  +  • - • +  u p,ep n<ip~ l ) l p
and a general solution of (2 ) is
Sn =  ( t ; i , i  +  V\,2n  -I +  v i , f l n f l ~ l )S^
+  (W2,1 +  v2,2 n  +  • • • +  V2,f2n h ~ 1)8$
+  • • ■ +  (vq,i + vqt2n  + ------h vqtf nn f ' - l )5%.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Thus, rnsn has the form
rnsn =(tti,i« i.i +  («i,2Vi,i + « i , i vw )n H h u iiCluli/ln (ei+ /l-1)_1)(7 i 5i)n
+  +  (u ii2t/2,l +  Ui ' iV23)n  hUi,e1U2,/27l(ei+/2_ 1}"'1)(7l<)2)r‘
+ . . .
+  (Mp.1%1 +  («p^w«,i +  Up,ivqj2)n +  • • • +  Wp)Cpt/9,/ , n (e'>+/*_1)~ 1)(7p<Jg)n ,
which appears as a solution of any recursion formula whose characteristic polyno­
mial has roots (7 ,^ )  of multiplicity at least et-+ /j— 1 for t =  1 , . . .  ,p, j  =  1, . . . ,  q; in 
particular by the recursion formula with characteristic polynomial C(t)®D(t) .  □
R ecursion  for In v arian ts  G iving th e  Square R o o t o f \Hi(Mk)\
Let A(t) =  adtd+ad- i t d~ l -\ bao be the Alexander polynomial of some knot.
Thus, A(t) is a reciprocal polynomial having even degree d = 2n and satisfying 
A(l) =  1. The reciprocal condition means that ad-i =  a-i for i =  1 ,2 , . . . ,  d. Let 
A(t) =  ao IIi=i(* ~  ai) be the splitting of A(t)  over C  As A (t) is reciprocal, its 
roots occur in pairs of inverses; we assume the numbering is such that an+{ = a ~ x 
for i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  n. This convention will hold throughout the sequel, and we shall 
freely exchange between the notations a n+t- and a ” 1. Letting qi =  (1_a .)(i_a +.) > 
1 < i < n, we write A(f) as a product of quadratic reciprocal polynomials each 
evaluating to one at t =  1:
n  n
A(<) = -  <*;)(£ -  an+i) = n ^ t * 2 “  (2?t “  *)* +  ?*)•
1=1 i=i
Then using the multiplicativity of the resultant we have
n  n
bk = B » ( - 1) =  I I «?(“ ? -  D(“ S+i ~  !) =  I I ( 29‘ -  -  ( * “ "+<)*)•
1 = 1  1 = 1
It is convenient at this point to define Ai =  gt-(l — ai) and An+l- =  g*(l — c*n+i) 
for 1 < i < n. One can readily verify that A* and An+i are the roots of the
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polynomial t2 —t + qi; thus, —A2 =  —At- -f qi =  —g*(l — ai) +  <& =  qiCti and likewise 
—A2+i =  qiOn+i. Substituting these expressions in the above formula gives
h = n < 2r f  -  -  (-**+<)*)
f n « A f ) 2 +  2<£ +  (A‘ +,.)2) =  f [ (A ‘ +  Aj+i)2, for k odd
=  ■ 'T  , = 1 „
. i l ( - ( A ? ) 2 +  2 -  (A£+i)2) =  f [  -(A,‘ -  A ^ ) 2, for k  even.
i = l  t = l
Thus, the sequence rk =  IIiL i(^i +^n+i)» ^ =  0 , 1, . . . ,  satisfies =  6* for all odd
k. We could likewise define a sequence each of whose even terms squared is the 
order of the homology of the corresponding even-fold cover, but niLiXA* — A£+i) 
is not in general an integer. However, &fc/&2 is a perfect square (k  even), so instead 
we consider the expression (for k even)
f = A ^ i )  n - ( ^ + i )2 - s - 1— n - ( A ? - A S + i) 2 = ( n  m * '  2
b2 n ( 4 ? i - i ) ‘=i V t t i A* ■ An+t .
i=i
(to see the last equality notice that (A, — An+j )2 =  (At+An+i)2 —4AtAn+j =  1—4gi). 
Thus, by setting sk =  n?= i v-An^' > ^ =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  we obtain a sequence that 
satisfies s2. =  bk/b2 for all even k >  2.
Theorem 2.4: The sequences {V*,} and {sjt} which satisfy r2 =  bk for all odd k 
and s |  =  bk/b2 for all even k are given recursively by linear recursion formulas of 
length 2n over Z, where the degree of the Alexander polynomial is 2n. Moreover, 
the same recursion formula with the appropriate initial conditions generates both 
sequences.
Proof. First consider an Alexander polynomial of degree two, A (t) = qt2 +
(1 — 2q)t + q = q(t — Qi)(t — 0 2 )- In this case for every k , rk =  A* +  A| and 
sk =  Ai-a2^1 — Xt-A2^2 - According to Proposition 2.1, these are both solutions
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to the recursion formula with characteristic polynomial having roots Ai and A2 ,
i.e., with characteristic polynomial t2 — t+q.  The two sequences axe therefore given
recursively by tq =  2, t\ =  1, r t  =  rk- i  — qrk- 2 for all k > 3; and so =  0, si =  1,
sjt = Sfc-i — qsk- 2  for all A: >  3.
Now let A(£) be an Alexander polynomial of arbitrary even degree, 2n. By
the discussion immediately preceding the theorem, the terms of our sequences are
r fc =  +  ^n+i) sfc =  I l L i  • We have just seen that each of the
X*—X*sequences {A* +  A*+i}t and { x }fc 3X6 given by the recursion formula with 
characteristic polynomial t2 — t + qt, 1 <  i <  n, so by the Lemma 2.3, {r^} and 
{sjfc} axe given by a recursion formula whose characteristic polynomial is
/(£) =  (t2 -  t +  qi) <8> (t2 -  t + q2) ® • • • 0  (t2 -  t +  qn).
As /(£) is a polynomial of degree 2n, our assertion of the length of the recursion 
formula is established, so it just remains to see that the coefficients of / ( t )  lie in 
Z. Writing out /(£) in terms of the roots of A(t) we have
n
f i t )  = -  Af)(t -  An+t) =  J J  (t — Aft Aj2 • • • Ain)
»=1
I I  (t  -  fioi1 -  -  Bit) - ’ ' i 1 -
where the products are taken over all (z'i, 12, . . .  , in) in X  =  {1, n  +  1} x {2, n +  
2 } x • • • x {n, 2n}. Recalling that Qn+t‘ =  a f 1 , 1 < i < n, it can be seen that /(£) 
is invariant under the action of the Galois group of Q ( a i , . . . ,  an ) over Q. Thus, 
we do have that /(£) is rational.
Now consider the polynomial F(£) =  II(i1,...,tn)6x(i — ao(l~a:*!)(1 — Xi2) ■ • • (1 — 
Xin)) 6 Z[xi , . . . ,  X2n][£] which satisfies F(t)  =  /(£) where F(t)  denotes the image of 
F(t) under the substitution homomorphism xt- 1-4 a*, 1 <  i < 2n. The polynomial
H[ t )=  J J  ( i - a 0( l - x <l) ( l - * ia) - - . ( l - x in) ) ,
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of which F(t) is a factor, is clearly symmetric in the xt-’s, so its coefficients (as 
a polynomial in t) can be expressed as polynomials in the elementary symmetric
functions <Ti =  xi  +  x2 - i +  x 2n, g 2 =  x xx2 +  x \x 2 -i +  x 2n- i x 2n, . . .  ,
a2n = x i x 2 • • • x 2n. Thus, on multiplying H  out, we have H(t) = aJQh jtN~J\  
where ho =  1, hi, h2, . . . ,  G Z[oi, . . . ,  a2n] and N  =  (2”). Now, x \  (hence any 
Xi) can appear to at most the j- th  power in hj. Hence it follows from the standard 
algorithm for expressing symmetric polynomials as polynomials in the elementary 
symmetric functions (see [W, p. 81]) that as a polynomial in &i, cr2, . . . ,  a2n hj has 
total degree at most j .  Since Gi =  at /ao, 1 <  i < n, it follows that a3Qhj G Z for 
every j  =  0,1 . . . .  ,N,  and therefore that H(t)  G Z[t].
Now, H  =  FG  for some G(t) G Z[xi, . . .  ,x n][i], and this gives the factorization 
F G — H  in Q(qi , . . . ,  Qn)[t]. Since F  and H  are in Q[t], this factorization must 
in fact be over Q. Furthermore, each of F , G, and H  has leading coefficient one 
since both F(t) and H(t)  are monic by construction. Writing F  =  /if i ,  G = cugi. 
where f i , g i  G Z[t] are primitive (i.e., the GCD of their coefficients is one) and 
H,ui G Q, we have H  =  gwfigi .  By Gauss’s Lemma yuu =  ± 1, thus forcing the 
leading coefficient of f \g \  to be ±1. As both f \  and g\ are integral, the leading 
coefficient of each must then be ±1. It then follows from the factorization F  =  g.f\ 
that n = ±1, and therefore that /  =  F  G Z[t]. □
A R ecursion  F orm ula  for th e  Sequence of 
Cyclic R esu ltan ts  o f th e  A lexander Polynom ial
In this section we show that the sequence {bk} proper is given recursively. This 
has the obvious advantage of producing the orders of the homology of the branched 
cyclic covers of a knot in a single sequence, however to gain this we must sacrifice 
on the length of the recursion formula.
T heorem  2.5: For any knot K , the sequence {6*} of cyclic resultants of the
Alexander polynomial of K  is given recursively by a linear recursion formula of 
length 3n over Z, where the degree o f the Alexander polynomial of K  is 2n.
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Proof. The proof here closely follows that of the preceding section; we include 
the details as some technical modifications are required. Again, we first consider 
the case of a degree two Alexander polynomial, A(f) =  qt2 +  (1 — 2q)t + q = 
q(t — a\)( t  — 0:2 )- For every fc,
bk =  Res(A( t ) , t k -  1) =  qk(ak -  l)(a§ -  1) =  2qk -  (,?a1)fc -  (qa2)k
which is a solution of the recursion formula whose characteristic polynomial has 
roots 5 , qaci, qa-i:
f i t )  = { t -  q)(t -  qai)(t -  qa2) =  t3 -  (3 q -  1 )t2 +  q(3q -  1 )t -  q3.
Thus, the recursion formula is bk =  (3 q — l ) 6fc-i — ?(3g — l)bk- 2 +  <fbk- 3 , k > 3, 
60 =  0, 61 =  1, b2 = Aq — 1. (The initial conditions can be computed explicitly.)
For an Alexander polynomial of arbitrary even degree, 2n, we utilize the fac­
torization A(t) =  nr= i(9 i*2 — (2<?t — 1)£ +  Qi) from the previous section to view 
the sequence {6*.-} as the termwise product of the sequences {Res(qit2 — (2qi — 
l) t  +  qi, tk — l)}fc, i = 1 , . . . , n. Then the characteristic polynomial of a recursion 
formula for {bk} is given by the tensor product of the characteristic polynomials 
of each of the factor sequences:
n  n
/(*) =  ®  (*3 -  (3 Qi ~  !)*2 +  9t(39i -  1)< -  gf) =  ~  Qi)(t -  qiOLi)(t -  9,a " 1)
t=i t=i
I I  if -  i ^ a l )i<ba2)  • • • (?ndn ))
( t  0-0& ix -f-i/i )•
0 < j< n  
1 < * 1  < t 2 < ” < » ,< n
Evidently, f{t)  has degree 3n, and since for each j  the factor
(t — aodij+t/j • • • ocii jrl/j)
\ < i x< —< i j < n
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of f ( t )  is fixed by the action of the Galois group, so /(£) itself is. Thus /(£) €  Q(t]. 
It then follows that /(£) is integral since it is a monic factor of the monic integral 
polynomial H{t)  where
H{ t )  =  J J  ( t  -  a0x t l x i2 • • • x ,y). □
0 < j < n  
l < i j  < 1 2  < — < t y  < 2  n
Remark. The idea of recursion for the sequence of cyclic resultants applies to
polynomials in general. For the fc-th cyclic resultant of a  linear polynomial is
Rk = Res(ait +  ao,£* — 1) =  a i( (—f^)fc — 1) =  (_ ao)fc _  a* so the sequence is
given by the recursion formula with characteristic polynomial (£ +  ao)(£ — a i) =
t2 + (ao—a i) t—aoai. It follows that the cyclic resultants of an arbitrary polynomial
are given by a recursion formula of length two to the degree of the polynomial. Our
efforts here have been in showing that for Alexander polynomials the length of the
recursion formula can be improved from 4n to 3n (n is one half the degree of the
Alexander polynomial).
A R em ark  on  th e  U niversality  o f th e  
Coefficients o f  th e  R ecursion  Form ulas
The theorems herein have stated only that the coefficients of the recursion for­
mulas are integral, however, one may have noticed that the coefficients in the 
recursion formulas given in the introduction are polynomials in the a^s. In fact, 
this is true in general:
T heorem  2.6: The coefficients o f the recursion formulas for the sequences {r^}, 
{fi*}, and {fjfc} are universal polynomials in the coefficients of the Alexander 
polynomial .
Proof. We take ao, a i , . . . ,  an to be indeterminants and consider A(£) =  aot2n +  
ai£2n_1 +  • • • -H a it +  ao € Z[ao, a i , . . . , an][t]. Let fc be the splitting field of A (£) 
over Q(ao,. . . ,  an) and let A(£) =  ao Ili= i(* — a ») t l̂e factorization of A(£) in 
k[t]. Note that we may still index the a^’s so that a n+t- =  a " 1 for i =  1 ,2 , . . . ,  n.
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We wish to show that the conclusion of the theorem holds for the characteristic 
polynomials of the corresponding recursion formulas. Thus, take
TT f t  — Qf> 0  — Ct! ^  1 — Q ; i • • • n  -/> • ^  o’-J V/ _|_JL y -\J\- 1 / V.- —*2/ V- ~-»n / J
(*l in)ex




As the Galois action of k  over Q(ao, . . . ,  an) fixes /(f) , we have /(f)  G Q(ao, . . . ,  an)[f]. 
Analogous to the earlier proofs, we can define F(t), H(t)  € Z[ao,. . . ,  an][x i,. . . ,  X2n][f] 
satisfying F(t)\H(t),  F(t) = /(f), and H(t)  G Z[ao,. . .  ,a n][£]- This gives f ( t )\H(t)  
in k[t], hence f ( t) \H(t)  in Q(ao,. . . ,  an)[f]. Since H(t)  G Z[ao,. . . ,  an][£] and /( f )  
is monic, it follows as before that f ( t )  G Z[ao,. . . ,  an][t]. □
Remark. The recursion formulas given in the introduction were all computed 
by explicitly writing the coefficients of the appropriate /(f)  in (3) as symmetric 
polynomials in the a t-’s (of course, this requires using the relations a^an+t- =  1,
1 < i <  n).
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C H A P T E R  3 
ON P L A N S’ THEOREM  FO R  EVEN-FOLD COVERS
Recall the theorem of Plans mentioned in the introduction.
T heorem  1 .1  (Plans): Let K  be a tame knot in S 3. Then:
(i) I f  k is odd, then Hi(Mk) is a direct double.
(ii) I f  k is even, then the covering map t :  Mk —> M 2 induces a surjective 
homomorphism 7r , : Hi(Mk)  —» Hi (M2 ) whose kernel is a direct double.
In [Go2] Gordon proves Plans’ theorem in the odd-fold case by simply showing 
that the big presentation matrix VJT of Hi(Mk)  is equivalent to a skew-symmetric 
matrix. Here we shall show that an argument analogous to Gordon’s can be used 
to prove a result equivalent to Plans’ theorem for even-fold covers. That our 
Theorem 3.1 below is equivalent to Theorem 1.1 (ii) was proven by Professors 
Gilmer and Litherland, and we will indicate their proof of that here as well.
We first will need to recall the definition of the transfer map. If k is even, 
say k =  2n, then Mk covers M 2 with group of covering translations Z /n . Let 
Mk and M 2 be triangulated so that the respective branch sets are subcomplexes 
and the covering map is simplicial. Then a map on oriented chain complexes 
C{M2) —► C(Mon) may be defined by sending a chain c =  Y ^aiCTi € C(M 2 ) to 
Y^gez/n 9C' ^ C{M 2 n) where cf =  £  aiai with the cr'i being chosen lifts of the 
The map induced on homology by this is the transfer map, T r: Hi (M 2 ) —»• Hi (M 2 n) 
(see [B]). We then have
T heorem  3.1: Forkeven, Hi(Mk) modulo the image of Hi (M 2 ) under the transfer 
map, Tr: Hi (M2) -» Hi(Mk),  is a direct double, i.e., Hi (Mk) /  Tr(Hi (M 2 )) = 
G © G for some group G. Moreover, \G ® G\ =  |Hi(M fc)|/|Hi(M 2)|.
Remark. Of course the transfer map need not be injective; for example, for the 
trefoil Hi (M 2 ) =  Z /3  and Hi(Mq)  =  Z ® Z so Tr: Hi(M 2 ) -* Hi(M&) must in 
fact be trivial. However, it does follow from the second statement in the theorem
18
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that the transfer map can only fail to be injective if Hi(Mk)  is infinite. Thus, we 
have
C orollary  3.2: For k even, i f  Mk is a rational homology sphere, then the transfer 
map Tr: Hi (M 2 ) —> H\ (Mk) is injective.
Note that Fox’s formula shows that Mk is not a rational homology sphere only 
if the Alexander polynomial of the knot has a root which is an m-th root of unity 
for some m  dividing k.
Our proof of the theorem will follow Gordon’s proof of Plans’ theorem ([Go2]), 
and will be facilitated by the following geometric description of the branched cyclic 
covers associated to K . Let F  be a Seifert surface for K  and let V be a Seifert 
matrix corresponding to some basis {0:1, 0 2 , . . . ,  a 2ff} of H\(F) (g is the genus of 
the knot K).  Fixing an orientation of K  determines (together with the standard 
orientation of S 3) an orientation of F . Let Y  be the space obtained by removing 
from S 3 the interior of a tubular neighborhood of F . The boundary of Y  consists 
of two copies of F  whose boundaries are identified at K ; denote these copies F + 
and F~  respectively, depending on whether they lie in the positive or negative 
normal direction from F. Mk can then be constructed by gluing together k  copies 
of Y,  say, Y\, Y2 , . . .  ,Yk, as follows. Denoting the copies of F *  lying in Yi by F ^ ,  
identify F{~ with F2+, F2_ with Fj", . . .  , and Fjj~ with F{*\
This decomposition of Mk allows for a convenient description of the homology 
of Mk in terms of the homology of its pieces. Let {/?i,/?2 , • • • ,# 2?} be the basis for 
Y  dual with respect to the linking pairing in S 3 to the basis {(*1, £*2 ,. • • >a 2 g} of 
Hi(F),  and for each i =  1,2, . . .  , k  denote the corresponding basis for H\(Yi) by 
{Pi,i,Pi,2 , ■ ■ ■ ,/3i,2g}- Then after gluing, Hi(Mk)  is generated by
{/?l.l! • • • ,Pl,2g,@2,l, ■ • • i/?2,2 • • • iPk, 1, • • • ,Pk,2g}, 
and with respect to this set of generators is presented by the k x k block matrix
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( V T - V  0 0 . . .  0 0 \
0 VT - V  0 . . .  0 0
0 0 VT - V  . . .  0 0
0 0 0 0 . . .  V T - V
V-V" 0 0 0 . . .  0 v T J
where each row reflects the relations introduced by one of the above k identifications 
in the construction of Mk (see [R] for a detailed discussion). With this description 
in hand, we now proceed with the proof of the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. A presentation matrix for Hi (Mk) /Tr (Hi (M 2 )) can be 
obtained by adjoining to the matrix V* the 4g relations that the image under the 
transfer map of every generator of H\ (M 2 ) is zero. Now, the group Z /n  of covering 
translations of Mk over M 2 is generated by the action which takes Y{ to 2 for 
1 < i < k — 2 and Yk—1 to Yj and Yk to Y2 . Thus the action of the transfer map 
on the generators {0 i,i, . . .  ,Pi,2 g->0 2 ,i, • • • ,0 2 ,2 g} of H\ (M 2 ) is easily seen to be
P i j  *->• Pi j  +  03,j  -1-------H 0 k -i,j  and 0 2  j  i-> 0 2 , j  +  /?4 j  H +  0k j
for every 1 < j  < 2g. Therefore, Hx(Mk)/ Tr(Hi(M2 )) is presented by the matrix
/ V T —V 0 0 0 0 \
0 v T - V 0 0 0
0 0 yT - V 0 0
0 0 0 yT - V 0
0 0 0 0 yT - V
- V 0 0 0 0 yT
I 0 I 0 I 0
V 0 / 0 I 0 I  J
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where I  is the 2g x 2g identity matrix. For clarity, we illustrate with the case k =  6 , 
but all steps generalize directly for arbitrary even k.
First, notice that the result of summing the second, fourth, and sixth rows of 
W  is
( —V  V T - V  V T - V  V T ),
which is also V T • row[8] — V  • row[7]. Hence, row[6], say, may be replaced by a row 
of all zeros. Next, working from left to right, add to each of the first five columns 
the column immediately following it. We then have the matrix
/  V T — V - V 0 0 0 0 \
V T V T - V —V 0 0 0
0 V T V T - V - V 0 0
0 0 yT V T - V - V 0
0 0 0 yT V T - V - V
0 0 0 0 0 0
I I I I I 0
V i I I I I I )
where we see by subtracting row [7] from row [8] that the last row and column may 
be deleted. Finally, notice that the sum of the first, third, and fifth rows of the 
resulting matrix gives the row
( V T - V  V T - V  V T - V  V T - V  V T - V ),
which is also the result of multiplying row[7] by (VT — V),  so row[7] may be 
replaced by a row of all zeros (note that V T — V  is nonsingular). Thus, we have 
Hi {Mk) /  Tr (Hi (M2 )) presented by
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W
( V T — V  —V  0 0 0 \
V T V T - V  - V  0 0
o v T V T - V  - V  0
0 0 v T V T - V  - V
\  0 0 0 v T V T -  V  J
which is a skew-symmetric matrix of even dimension. But any such matrix is
[Ma], p. 52), i.e., to a matrix which presents a direct double.
Let G© G be the group presented by W *. As Hi (M2 ) is always finite, it follows 
immediately that |G © G| =  \Hi(Mk)\ / \Hi(M2 )\ when Hi(Mk)  is infinite. Now 
assume Hi(Mk)  is finite and consider the one parameter family of matrices defined
matrix for the intersection pairing on the Seifert surface F,  it is congruent over Z
V -  V T = J. Then Vx -  V:J  =  J , so for all integral values of x ,  Vx is a  Seifert 
matrix for some knot. Thus, there are 2-fold and fc-fold branched cyclic covers of 
S'3, M 2 (x )  and Affc(x), relative to which the m atrix W*,  constructed from Vx in the 
same manner as W* was constructed from V, presents the cokemel of the transfer 
map Tr: Hi (M 2 (x)) -* H i ( M k ( x ) ) .  Now, noting that Hi(M 2 (x)) is presented by 
the matrix Vx -I- V^,  we have whenever x  is a multiple of n =  k/2  that
Thus the order of Hi (M 2 (Xn)) is relatively prime to n, hence multiplication by n 
is injective on Hi (M 2 (Xn)). Then since the composition
equivalent over Z to a diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries occur in pairs (see
(g x g blocks). As V  — V T is theby Vx = x V  +  (1 — x )Vq, where Vq
- I  0
0 I
, so we may assume without a loss of generality that
\Hi(M2(Xn))\ = det(VXn +  v £ )  =  det(V0 +  V0T) (mod n)
=  ± 1.
Hi (M2(Xn)) A  H^MkiXn))  Hi (M2(Xn))
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(where 7r is the covering map) is given by multiplication by n  ([B]), the transfer 
map itself must be injective, and so
i-Hi (A/fc(An))/Tr(ffi(Af2 (An)))j =  j (Aft (An)) j /  [ (Af2 (An)) |
for all A =  1,2 , . . .  Therefore the polynomial
f i x )  = det W-  -  n & ‘ d e t ( K - q n r )
* det(K  +  V /)
which (for integral values of x) measures the difference of \H\ (Mk{x) ) fTr(.Hi(Af2 (x)))|
and \Hi(Mk(x))\/ \H1{M2(x))\t is zero at every multiple of n  and must therefore
be zero everywhere. In particular, / ( l )  =  |G © G\ — |fl'i(A fjt)|/|5’i(Af2)| =  0.
Note that the expression det(V'I +V j') appearing in the denominator in the above
definition of /(x )  does appear as a factor of the numerator, so /(x )  is in fact a
polynomial. Moreover, with this factor removed, the numerator can be written as a
product of norms squared, and is therefore nonnegative. We also have that det W *
is nonnegative since in [Ma] it is actually shown that any integral skew-symmetric
(  0 hi
matrix is congruent over Z to a block diagonal matrix of the form 0
\ - h i  0
Thus /(x ) does measure the difference between |fTi(Affc(x))/Tr(fl’i(Af2 (x)))| and 
\Si{Mk(x)) \ / \Hi(M2 {x))\ as stated. DThe equivalence of our Theorem 4.1 with 
Plans’ theorem for even-fold covers is established via the following theorem due to 
Professors Pat Gilmer and Rick Litherland. We first introduce some notation. For 
any Abelian group G we denote the torsion subgroup of G by T(G)  and the dual 
group Hom(G,Q/Z) by G*. Set Ti =  and let £ :  Ti x Ti -4 Q /Z be the
Unking form.
T heorem  3.3 (Gilmer, Litherland): Let k and m  be any positive integers with 
m\k, and let w,: H\(Mk)  —> be the projection induced by the covering
map 7r: Mk —t Mm and Tr: -» H \{M k) be the transfer map. Then
ker 7T»| rk =  coker Tr |rm.
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Proof. Restricting the exact sequence
0 -> kerTr. -+ fli(Affc) -► 0
to torsion subgroups gives
(3) 0 -»• ker7r.|Tt -»• Tfc ■ ‘*Tfc> Tm
and then taking duals we get
(4 ) T*x m * (ker7r«|rt )* —> 0,
where right exactness is assured since Q /Z is an injective Z-module. Also, restrict­
ing to torsion in
Hi(Mm)  ^  Hi{Mk) cokerIV -> 0
gives
Tm Tk -> coker TV |Tm -»> 0.
Now, the linking form defines an isomorphism c*: T, —> T* by sending x  E Ti to 
£(x, •) G T*, and since C{n,x,y)  =  £ (x ,T ry), the rectangle in the diagram
Tm Tk --------> coker I t  |Tm --------► 0
e‘ l “
T'm n  --------► (ker7T.lT,)-  > 0,
  _
commutes and we get an isomorphism coker TV |rm (ker 7r.|rfc )* — ker 7r, • □
Consider the case when m  =  2. H\ (M 2 ) is torsion so T(cokerTV) =  coker TV l^ ,
hence by the above theorem the torsion parts of ker 7r, and coker TV are isomorphic.
The finiteness of H\ (M 2 ) also implies that the free parts of ker7r« and coker TV
(5 )
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axe isomorphic so we have ker7r. =  coker Tr, thus establishing the equivalence of 
Theorems 3.1 and 1.1 (ii).
Now suppose that Mk is a rational homology sphere. Then the sequence (3) 
is right exact, so (4) is left exact. Then in view of the diagram (5), we have 
the following generalization, due to Gilmer and Litherland, of our Corollary 3.2. 
C orollary  3.4: I f  Mk is a rational homology sphere, then for any m  dividing k, 
the transfer map Tr: Hi{Mm) -> Hi(Mk) is injective.
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C H A PTER  4 
PERIO DICITY FO R TH E Z/pr-HOM OLOGY OF CYCLIC  
COVERS OF K N O TS A N D  Z-HOM OLOGY CIRCLES
B ranched  C yclic Covers o f H om ology Spheres
Let S  be an (m + 2)-dimensional homology sphere (m >  1) and K  be a 
codimension-two homology sphere in S. Denote the exterior of K  in S  by X  
(thus X  is the closure in S  of the complement of a tubular neighborhood of K ). It 
is easy to see using Alexander duality that X  is a homology circle, one consequence 
of which is that the abelianization map provides a surjection t̂ i {X)  -» H\ (X)  =  Z, 
and thence onto the cyclic group h / k  of any order. Thus, X  is endowed with an 
infinite cyclic covering space Xqo, as well as finite cyclic covers Xk,  for all positive 
k. Note that every Xk  arises as a quotient space of X ^ .  Let A denote the integral 
Laurent polynomial ring Z[£, f-1]. The homology groups of all the cyclic covers, 
H m(Xk),  1 < k < oo, become modules over A by giving t the action induced by a 
fixed generator of the group of covering translations of X ^ .
Now, the fc-fold branched cyclic covers of S  branched along K  can be constructed 
from the /c-fold (unbranched) cyclic cover Xk  of X  as follows. A tubular neigh­
borhood of K  in S  is u(K)  =  K  x D2 and we have d(X)  = d(u(K)) = K  x S 1. 
Also, d(Xk)  =  K  x S l and we may take the covering map Xk  —>■ X  restricted 
to the boundary to be given by (zi,Z2) •-> : K  x S l K  x S 1 (com­
plex multiplication in the second coordinate). Then the fc-fold branched covering 
Mk of S  is obtained by attaching the boundary of N  = K  x D2 to the bound­
ary of Xk  and extending the covering map to A'fcUK-x51 N  -> -^(J/rxS1 U(K)  
by mapping N  u{K) via (zi,Z2 ) >-> {.z i , *2 l \ z2 \) '• K  x D 2 -+ K  x D 2. Note 
that if p is a meridian of d(Xk),  then attaching N  to Xk  results in ft bounding 
a disk, thus killing the homology class [p] € Hi(Mk).  Therefore, the inclusions 
i : S 1 e-» * x S l C K  x S 1 =  d(Xk) C Xk  and j  : Xk ^  Mk induce a natural exact
26
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sequence of A-modules
(6 ) 0 H ^ S 1) -A  Hi{ Xk) A  H ^ Mk )  -> 0
(the A-module structure on induced by the infinite cyclic cover R —► S 1,
is trivial).
T heo rem  4.1: There exists an integer n  such that for every k, H i (Mfc+n; Z /p r ) 
and H i ( Mk: h / p r) are naturally isomorphic as A-modules.
Proof. We first relate the homology of the branched cyclic covers to tha t of the infi­
nite cyclic cover via the following short exact sequence of chain complexes adapted 
from Milnor [M] (see also [Go3]):
where, by looking at the maps on the chain level, we can see that the composition 
d*i, is an isomorphism, whence the composition j m7r, is an epimorphism with kernel 
the image of t k — 1. Thus, we have a natural isomorphism
(7) 0 -+ C .(X 00;Z /p r ) a ( X TO;Z /p r ) A  C ,(X fc;Z fpr) 0.
Combining the resulting long exact sequence in homology with the sequence (6 ) 
we get the diagram of A-modules
0
H i ( S 1; Z / p r )
* Hx i x^ z /pn
H i ( M k ; Z / p r ) Z ip 'r
0
( 8 )
H i i x ^ z / p n
•A i3'1(Mfc;Z /p r ),
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and we proceed to establish the result by showing that the A-module homomor­
phism of Hi(Xca; Z /p r) given by multiplication by tk — 1 is a periodic function of
k.
To this end, consider the long exact homology sequence
(9) -4 H \{X oc\Z/p) -> H ^ X ^ Z / p 1) -4 HxiXoG;Z/p*'” 1) -4 H ^ X ^ - Z f p )  -4
induced by the short exact sequence of coefficient groups 0 —► Z /p  -4 Z/p* —y 
Z /p1-1 -4 0. Now, H i ( X 00; Z /p) is finite since we know from Milnor [M] that 
the homology of the infinite cyclic cover of a homology circle with coefficients 
in a field is finitely generated as a vector space, and so it follows by induction 
that HiiXoo'.Z/p1) is finite for all i. Hence, also the group of automorphisms 
Aut(H'1(X00; Z/p*)) is finite, so, in particular, the automorphism given by multi­
plication by t has finite order for all i\ let n be the order of t 6 Aut(Ui(Xoo; Z / p r)). 
Then tn = 1 implying that for any k, tk+n — 1 =  tk — 1 as maps of H i ( X 00;Z f p r). 
The result then follows from the isomorphism (8). □
Remark. It follows that the (fundamental) period of Hi(Mk' ,Z/pr) is precisely 
n  (the order of t in Au t (H i (X00; Z /p r) ) ), and this is also the first k  such that 
Hi(Mk' ,Z/pr ) =  Hi(Xoo]Z/pr). Moreover, at every multiple mn  of the order of f, 
Hi(Mmn]Z/pr) = H i ( X oa]Z/pr). Now, the Bockstein sequence
-4 tfi(Xoc) -£4  H x{X«,) -4  JT1(X00;Z /p r) -4 fro(Xco) -24  HoiXoo) -4 ,
shows that H \{X <x>-,Z/pr) =  H i ( X 00)/prH i ( X 00). Assume now that K  is a knot­
ted S 1 in S3 so that H i ( X 00) is Z-torsion free [C]. Then if x E H i ( X 00, Z / p r) 
has order p3 for s <  r, then x  =  pr~sy for some y € H i ( X 00.Z / p r). It follows 
that Hi (X00:Z/pr) =  © f=1 Z / p r for some d. Furthermore, by Lemma 4.3 (see the 
end of this section) H \ {X ,*>; Z /p r ) <g> Z /p  =  H \{X 00\ Z /p ) =  © f ^  Z /p  where dp is
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the degree of the Alexander polynomial of K  with coefficients reduced modulo p. 
Combining all this, we have in the classical case that Z /p r) =£ Z /p r
for every m: this is the lemma of Dellomo mentioned in the introduction.
Consider now the order of t as a function of r  (for a fixed prime p). Let £t- 
denote t as an automorphism of i3’i(X 00; Z /p 1) and denote the corresponding 
order. Then we have the following regularity exhibited.
T heorem  4.2: With the above notation, either rii =  nt_ i or 7i* =  pn*_i (i > 2). 
Proof. Assume by induction on i that n ^ i  =  pSin\ for some 0 <  s* <  i — 1. Of 
course, this hypothesis does hold for i =  2. By the naturality of the Bockstein 
sequence (9), we have a commutative diagram
^ ( X o o j Z / p )  H ^ X ^ Z / j P )  H ^ X ^ Z / p * - 1)-*
- ^ ( X ^ Z / p )  H ^ X ^ Z / p i )  H x i X ^ Z / p * - 1) ^
Let a G iJi(Xoo; Z /p1) be arbitrary. We want to see that a = a. ^*(t” '_ la) =
=  lV'.-(a) =  t/»,(a) so t*1' -  1 a and a differ by something from Hi(Xoo; Z /p), 
say t" '_Ia =  a +  $«(a'). Using this and the fact that £?,_ l<£«(a') =  0»(t”,_1a') =  
<pm(a') we have
t f - ' a  =  =  t(p-1)n,_I(a +  0 .( a'))
=  t^p_2)n," 1(a +  20«(a/))
=  a +p<£„(a')
=  a.
Therefore ni|pn,_i. But we also have H i ( X 00-,Z/p’t~1) =  H i l X ^ Z / p 1) ® Z /p 1-1 
(Lemma 4.3 below) with £i_i =  £t- ® id, so certainly nt_ i|n t-. □
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L em m a 4.3: For any space Y , Hq(Y' ,Z/pr) 0  Z / p r~ l = Hq(Y-,Z/pr~1).
Proof. This follows from the universal-coefficient theorem since one has for any 
Abelian group A, A  0  Z /p r 0  Z /p r_1 =  A  0  Z /pr_1 and Tor(A, Z /pr) 0  Z /p r_1 =  
Tor(A, Z /p r - i ). The second fact is obvious for finitely generated A, and follows for 
arbitrary A  since direct limits commute with the torsion and tensor products. □ 
If we now make the observation that Hx{X00-,Z/p) =  GL(d, Z/p) for some d, we 
can produce a list of possible periods for H \ ( X oo; Z fpr) by consulting, for example, 
[N] which gives formulas for the orders of all elements of GL(d, Z/p). (Note that 
GL(d,Z/p)  has order n f= iP t_1(Pt ~  !)•) We will make a hands-on investigation 
of the periods of Hx(Mk;Z/p) in the final section of this chapter.
F in ite  Cyclic Covers o f H om ology C ircles 
Now let X  be any finite complex having the homology of a circle, H*(X)  =  
H . ( S l ).
T heorem  4.4: The mod-pr homology of the Suite cyclic covers of X  is periodic, 
i.e., for every q > 0 there exists an nq such that Hq(X k+n<i; Z /p r ) =  Hq{Xk-,Z/pv) 
for every k >  1.
Proof. The zeroth homology satisfies this trivially. Fix an arbitrary dimension 
q > 1 and a cover of order k. From the long exact sequence in homology
- +  Hq{X00-Z/pr) Hq{ X ^ , Z / p r) — ► Hq(Xk-,Z/pr) — ►
—♦ ff ,_ 1( * 0O;Z /p r ) iT9_ 1(X00;Z /p r) — >
induced by (7) we extract the short exact sequence
(10) 0 -4 coker9(tfc -  1) — )• H q(Xk' ,Z/pr) — > ker9_ i (tk — 1) ->• 0,
where (co)kert-(tfc — 1) is the (co)kemel of multiplication by tk — 1 on H{(X00; Z /p r), 
i = q , q -  1.
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As X  is a homology circle, we again have that the automorphism t has finite 
order in Aut(Bi(X00; Z /p r )) for every i; let n be the least common multiple of 
the orders of t G Aut(Hq- i ( X OB]Z/pr)) and t  G Aut{Hq{XOQ\ Z / p r)). Then both 
coker,(£fc+n — 1) =  coker, (£fc — 1) and ker,_ i(ifc+n — 1) =  kerq_ i( tk — 1) so from 
(10) we can conclude that order(i7,(Xfc+n; Z /p r )) =  order(Hq( X k’, Z / p r)) and, in 
the case r  =  1, Hq{Xk+n;Z/p)  = Hq(Xk;Z/p).
Proceeding by induction on r, assume Hq{Xkjrn\ Z / p r~l ) =  H q(Xk-,Z/pr~1). 
Lemma 4.3 and the induction hypothesis give
Hq{Xk+n; Z / p r) ® Z /p 1- 1 S  Hq{Xk\ Z /p r) 0  Z / p r~ \
and since we already have that the orders of Hq(Xk+n;Z /p r) and Hq(Xk\Z /pr) are 
the same, Lemma 4.5 (below) applies to give Hq(Xk+n',Z/pr) = H q(Xk] Z /p r). □ 
L em m a 4.5: Let A and B  be two finite Abelian p-groups o f the same order such 
that every element o f A  and B  has order at most pT. I f  A  ® Z f p r~ l =  B  0  Z /p r_1, 
then A  = B.
Proof. Write A =  © i=1(Z /p,)mi and B  =  ®^=1(Z/pI)m*'. Then
A  0  Z/p 1- 1 £  (Z /p)mi © • • • © (Z /pr- 2)m^ 2 © (Z /pr“ 1)m- 1+m- and 
B  0  Z /p r_1 =  (Z /p)m* © • • • © (Z/pr- 2)m- *  © (Z /pr - 1) < - i + m'r,
so under the hypothesis that A ® Z /pr~1 =  B ® Z /pr_ 1 we must have mt- =  m(- 
for 1 <  i < r — 2 and mr_i +  mr =  m(._1 +  m(.. Additionally, since 111=1 (P*)m< =  
order(A) =  order(B) =  rii= i(P l )m'> we ^ave (r  ~  l)mr - i  +  r m T =  (r — l j m ^  +  
rmj., forcing mr_i =  and m r =  m'r . Therefore A = B.  □
One easily obtains:
C orollary  4.6: The mod-pr homology of the sequence of branched cyclic covers of 
a homology sphere branched along a codimension-two homology sphere is periodic 
in every dimension.
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A N ote on Periods in the Case r =  1
Now return to the situation where K  is a codimension-two homology sphere in a 
homology sphere S. Then Theorem 4.1 applies and we have the first homology with 
coefficients in Z /p r of the sequence of branched cyclic covers of S  branched along 
K  is periodic. Presently we want to investigate what the period of H\{Mk\Zfp)  is. 
Using the isomorphism (8) we study the modules ffi(Mfc;Z/p) by examining the 
effect of multiplication by tk — 1 on H ^ X ^ Z / p )  in a manner similar to Sumner’s 
analysis of Hi(Mk',C)  [S]. This produces an explicit formula for the period in this 
case.
The short exact sequence of coefficient groups 0 -> Z 4  Z 4  Z /p  0 gives 
the long exact sequence in homology,
H x{ X ^ )  A  H ^ X e c )  -> H i(X oo;  Z /p )  -+  H 0( X « ,) A  H 0( X « ,) -+ ,
and since multiplication by p on Hq(Xoo) — Z is injective, we have H \{X 00\'L/ p) =  
HxiXozj/pHiiXoo).  Thus, we may consider H i i X ^ Z / p )  as a module over Ap =  
A/pA, and since Ap =  Z /p [M -1] is a principal ideal domain, H ^ X ^ Z / p )  de­
composes into a direct sum of cyclic Ap-modules, H ^ X ^ Z f p )  = ©*=1 Ap/(At ) 
with (Ai) C (A2 ) C ••• C (A;). We have, moreover, from [M] that in this situa­
tion ail the At 's are nonzero. Then since the representatives A i,. . . ,  A* are defined 
only up to multiplication by units in Ap, we take each At- to be the unique monic 
polynomial (thus having no negative powers of t) with nonzero constant term  in 
the ideal (At), and we call this preferred generator the z-th invariant factor of the 
Ap-module H ^ X ^ Z j p ) .  Then
1
H\{Mk' ,Z/p)  s  H x i X ^ - Z / p ) / ^ -  V H ^ X ^ Z / p )  s  ®  Ap/(At-,tfc -  1).
i = l
Over an algebraic closure. Z/p, the first invariant factor Ai splits as, say, Ai =  
~  a j )Cj• F°r each j  = 1 ,... ,m  let fij be the order of aj  (thus we may
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think of acj as being a primitive py-th root of unity in Z/p), and let h be the least 
common multiple of p i , . . . ,  pm. Then, writing k =  upv with p { u we have (in Ap) 
— 1 =  (tu — l)p" and so
(A1, t “p'’ - 1 )  =  ( f j
[«}
Thus when v is such that pv >  ey for every 1 <  j  < m,  then (Ax , t hpD — 1) =  
(Ax) and similarly for the other Ai (due to the divisibility conditions), and we 
have H\{Mhpv\'L/p) =  ® [=1 Ap/(A^). Taking v minimal we then have the first 
occurrence of Hi(Mk;  Z/p) =  H i(X x>: Z /p) and therefore hpv is the period of 
i?i(Mfc;Z/p). Furthermore, by Theorem 2, the period of FTx(Affc;Z/pr) is hpv+s 
for some s, 0 <  s < r.
E xam ple . Let K  be the knotted S 1 in S 3 enumerated 6i in the Alexander- 
Briggs table. K  has Hi(-Xoo) — A/(212 — 5t +  2) with Alexander polynomial 
A(t) =  212 — 5t +  2 (see [Go3]). Notice that on reducing coefficients modulo 3 the 
polynomial 2t2 — 5t + 2 (t + 1)2 which has a single root of multiplicity two which 
is the primitive second root of unity. Thus H \ ( X 0o;Z/3) =  Az/{t  +  l)2 and we 
have
f  A3/(t  +  1) if k S (2), k i  (6)
H ^ M k - Z/3) S  A3/(f +  l )2 if k e  (6)
0 otherwise
which clearly has the period 6 =  2 • 31.
Now let K'  be the knot 946- K'  has the same Alexander polynomial as K  
although H ^ X ^ )  =  A /(l -  21) © A/(2 -  t). Then H ^ X ^ ;  Z/3) S  A3/(t  + 1) © 
A3/(t  +  1) so
f  A3/( t +  1) © A3/( t  +  1) if k € (2)
H\(M'k,Z/2) = <
0 otherwise
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which has period 2. (Notice for this knot the annihilator of H ^ X '^  Z /3) is (i+1) C 
A3 which is not the reduction modulo 3 of the annihilator (2f2 — 5t +  2) C A of
Modulo 2 the infinite cyclic covers of both knots have trivial homology. Modulo 
any other prime p ^  2,3, H ^ X ^ Z / p )  =  Ap/(2 t2—5t+2) =  Ap/(1 —2t)©Ap/(2 —t) 
since the polynomials 1 — 2t and 2 — t reduce to nonassociate polynomials in Ap. 
Thus, if p 7̂  2,3, we have
” Ap/ (1 -  21) © Ap/ (2 - 1) if A; € (orderp(2))
0 otherwise
where orderp(2 ) is the order of 2 modulo p.
For the knot K'  we have further that for any odd integer d,
Hi  (Af£; Z/d)  “  Adf {I -  2£, 2 fc -  1) © Ad/ ( 2  -  t, 2fc -  1),
hence the period of H\(M'k\Z/d)  is the first occurrence of k such that 2 fc = 1 
mod d. Thus, if p is any prime with 2P_1 ^  1 mod p2, then since the period of 
H\{M'k\Z/p)  divides p — 1, the period of Z /p2) must be p times the period
of Hi(M'k;Z/p),  while if 2P_1 =  1 m odp2, i.e., p is a so-called Wieferich prime, 
then the period of Hi (Mk,Z / p 2) must be the same as the period of H i ( M k;Z/p),  
thereby illustrating both of the possibilities in Theorem 2. Note that 1093 and 
3511 are known to be the only Wieferich primes less than 3 x 109 [IR]. We remark 
that orderio93(2 ) =  364 and order35n ( 2 ) =  1755.
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C H A P T E R  5 
SU M M ARY OF RESULTS
Let A" be a tame knot (of any dimension) and let Mk denote the fc-fold cyclic 
cover of 5 3 branched along K.  We have proven that, in every dim ension q, the 
homology of the branched cyclic covers of K  with coefficients in any finite abelian 
group G is periodic as a function of the order of the covers. That is, for each q 
there exists an n  such that Hq(Mk+n ; G) =  Hq{Mk\ G) for all k. Moreover, when 
9 =  1, H\{Mk+n\ G) and H x(Mk', G) are naturally isomorphic as modules over the 
ring A of integral Laurent polynomials. Our proofs for the above results are in fact 
true in the more general setting where K  is any codimension-two homology sphere 
in a homology sphere S. Dan Silver and Susan Williams [SWl] have subsequently 
proven our periodicity result for the one-dimensional homology of classical knots.
Having established periodicity, we then made a study of the periods. We give 
a formula for the period in the case G =  Z /p. We also showed that the period of 
H\{Mk\Z /p r+1) would either be equal to the period of H x(Mk',Z/pr) or would be p 
times the period of H x{Mk\Z/pr). A possible direction of further study, suggested 
by Professor Jorge Morales, would be to consider the inverse limit of the system
H 1(Mk;Z /pr+1) -+ H x{Mk\Z/pr) -> f l i ( M fc; Z / p r- 1) ->
to see if any information could be gained about the periods with coefficients modulo 
powers of a given prime p.
Now restrict K  to being a classical knot. We have shown that the sequence 
of cyclic resultants of the Alexander polynomial of K  satisfies a linear recursion 
formula of length 3?, where g is one half the degree of the Alexander polynomial. 
This means that we can compute the orders of the homology groups with integer 
coefficients of the branched cyclic covers of K  recursively. We have also established 
the existence of a linear recursion formula of length 29 that generates sequences
35
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that contain the square roots of the orders for the odd-fold covers and that contain 
the square roots of the orders for the even-fold covers quotiented by the order of 
the two-fold cover.
Finally, we adapted Gordon’s proof of Plans theorem in the odd-fold case (that 
H\{Mk)  is a direct double for k odd) to give a new proof of Plans’ theorem in the 
even-fold case (that the kernel of the map induced on homology by the covering 
projection Mfc —> M2 is a direct double for k even).
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